
DISCOVERING
THE WORLD

with
Mr. Funwater!
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  It's fall in the small town of Aqua.
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At the daycare, 
the children finish 
their gymnastics 
exercises, and each 
take their water 
bottle to hydrate.

However, Matheo 
refuses to touch his 
bottle: Since it's not 
summer, I don't need 
to drink water.

Myriam has an idea.

She calls 
Mr.Funwater!
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 Mr.Funwater approaches 

Matheo and says:  
You know how important 
it is to drink water 
after exercising?

But Matheo is not 
convinced: There’s no 
point in drinking water: 
It’s only in the summer 
that it is useful.

Mr.Funwater has an idea:
Kids, how about we go on 
a trip? Let’s discover why 
drinking water is important 
at all times of the year.
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Mr.Funwater invites Myriam and the children to hop onto his 
magic carpet. This carpet allows you to travel through space 
and time. Hold on tight and open your eyes wide.

“Wow! respond all the children in unison.
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IT IS IN ICELAND, IN THE MIDDLE OF WINTER, 
THAT THE CARPET FIRST LEADS OUR GROUP.

During the winter, like here in Iceland, bodies 
fight the cold and need water to keep their 

temperature says Mr.Funwater.

Poof! Julie sees a lopi 
sweater appear in her hands. 

It is a traditional 
Icelandic garment.
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HEADING TO JAPAN, IT’S SPRING.

During the spring time, a period of rebirth 
as here in Japan, water is necessary for 
plants as well as animals and humans 
to allow bodies to activate. 

And poof! A small porcelain cat 
appears in Jasmine's hands and 
a beautiful fan in Alphonse's.
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THE CARPET NOW FLIES OVER MOROCCO, IT'S SUMMER.

During this season, and especially in arid areas like Morocco 
where water is rare, we try not to waste it. Water is vital to 
compensate for perspiration and to cool down. 

Poof! Ludovic receives a teapot 
and Yara, a small tea glass.
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LAST STOP OF THE TRIP, CANADA IN AUTUMN.

Mr.Funwater explains that during this season in 
Canada, as winter approaches, we can feel 
more tired. Drinking water can help us feel 
good and more awake. It is essential 
during activities, such as gymnastics. 

And poof! Matheo receives 
a beautiful red maple leaf. 
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So children, did you enjoy this extraordinary 
trip?, asks Mr.Funwater.

All the children answer: yes! All together.
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Each of the children proudly holds 
the object they brought back from 
the trip.

We will put the treasures on 
display to show them to your 
parents at the end of the 
day, suggests Myriam.
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Outside, the golden leaves fly in the wind and Mr.Funwater 
returns to the sun. All the children toast to this beautiful day 
tchin tchin, then dance and sing the water glass song in 
chorus.

You too, sing and dance 
along with Mr.Funwater 
by watching the song on 
a phone.
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Morocco

Be seha

Japan

Kampaï

 Iceland

 Santaka naEnglish Canada

Cheers

ON THE WORLD MAP 
clearly identify the 4 countries visited and 

connect the 6 objects to their country of origin.

Porcelain 
cat

Fan

Maple leaf Lopi sweater

Teapot

Tea glass
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